
SELF REFLECTION THROUGH WRITING A LETTER

Increasing your self-awareness through writing letters to your future and It can be valuable to do the reflection of your
current state a while.

If you are the mood for a bit of self reflection and self discovery, here are 52 writing prompts to stimulate your
memories, creative juices, and thoughts. What excites you about your future? What would you tell yourself
about your successes and the way you dealt with them? Try your hand and write a poem. Last name " followed
by a colon. Reflect and understand what has happened and draw lessons from the experience. Print the letter,
and sign above your name in blue or black ink. Write about your muse â€” what does he or she look like? You
could even make this a monthly, quarterly or early post! If it happens, you have to meet his or her
requirements. Why are you unique? What memory do you cherish the most? What type of people have made
life harder? How has it shaped you? At the end of the introduction you have to write a thesis statement. The
number of such questions may be extremely long. Draw up with some questions and explore the answers
honestly What is your favourite season and why Write a 99 things you love list. Many teachers in high school,
as well as professors in college, will ask you to write a reflective letter or essay at the end of a semester or
before graduation. Head out for a road trip with your camera, take some pics, and write about it Where do you
see yourself in 5, 10, 20 years? By writing a reflective diary , you can find the source of your inspiration that
defines you today. For example, if you are being asked to reflect about your experiences in your introduction
to college composition course, you could begin by explaining your writing skills before you took the course.
How do you maintain your physical health? Once drafted, read the letter again. Social media. How does it feel
to be the age you currently are? Write a letter to your teenage self Are you addicted to social media? Did you
keep that promise? Write a letter to your past self This activity is about looking back at the person you were
with the information you have now. This letter will focus on what you advice you would give your past self
and tell them about what has happened between then and now. Choose appropriate words to make readers
interested in the whole text. Are you a city, a country or a beach person? Do not discuss your personal feelings
about each assignment; a reflection essay or letter is about what you have learned and how you have grown,
not an evaluation of the course. A good practice to organize your impressions and associations is to draw
schemes and tables. What is your life motto, the words you live by? Want to receive special updates from me
in your inbox, plus other bonuses along the way? How does it feel to be the age you currently are? Do you
have a routine or a you a person who hates routine? Write your bucket list Reminisce about your first love.


